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ABSTRACT

Over the past two decades, populist governments have proliferated in America. These governments are characterized by reducing to mere formalism the procedures of control of the rule and intervene in the judiciary and administrative courts. Modern society worked hard to achieve legal systems based on the rule of law, in order to prevent citizens from being subject to the will of one leader. In our legal systems administrative courts play a fundamental role improving state bodies. This paper explores the use of administrative courts as accountability mechanisms that protect the rule of law. We suggest that administrative courts are powerful procedures for accountability and control against abuse of powers. Finally, we recommend states should broaden access to these mechanisms, given the fact that administrative trails are still very restricted to most of the citizens.”
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Over the past two decades, populist governments have proliferated in America. The most problematic case is Venezuela but trends are visible even in Ecuador, Brazil, Nicaragua and Mexico. These governments are characterized by reducing to mere formalism the procedures of control of the rule of law such as: division of powers, accountability mechanism, transparency of public work.² Populist governments often intervene in the judiciary and administrative courts, show disdain for institutions that gather information and evaluate the performance of government such as government account offices. These agencies, responsible for checks and balance to the executive branch often face attacks to their independance and pressures. As Kyle and Mounk’s study of 36 populist governments in the 21 century shows there is 23% more probability that democratic institutions are damaged, and more than 50% of populist leaders reform constitutions to weaken executive checks and balances, more than 40% of populist challenge or disregard laws.³ Hence reducing democracy to its
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minimum by replacing institutions that protect the rule of law with the mobilization of people that grant unconditional support to a strong leader.⁴

Authors like Vergara⁵ and Mouffe⁶ point out that the disillusion with democracies results from the fact that in modern states a large part of the population is marginalized from public decision-making. Only a minority with economic power succeed in influencing public decisions. While this criticism is attainable it is also true that accountability procedures, such as nullity and state liability trails are a powerful weapons for controlling public decisions in the hands of citizens. Modern society worked hard to achieve legal systems based on the rule of law and the promotion of human rights. These legal systems prevent citizens from being subject to the will of one leader. In our legal systems administrative courts play a fundamental role in controlling power and improving the performance of state bodies. These trails are a powerful weapon in the hands of all people. In fact, in the face of populism´s advancement, having mechanisms to control the exercise of public powers and the use of public money, such as nullity and state liability trails becomes a powerful citizen´s tool against arbitrariness and in favor of the rule of law. If disappointment with democracy comes from the lack of control of majorities over public decisions, access to administrative courts should be promoted as a means in the hands of everyone to bring government into account and control de abuse of power.

This paper explores the use of administrative courts as accountability mechanisms that protect the rule of law. Following Kitrosser,⁷ we understand accountability as the substantive dimension of the rule of law and part of the overall control of power by Congress and the judicial branch. We suggest that administrative courts are powerful procedures for government accountability and control against abuse of powers. We analyse nullity and state liability trails to show their use not only as tools for protecting the rule of law, but also for bringing the authorities to account and ordering measures for their improvement. We attempt to show the challenges these procedures still encounter to ensure access to justice and defence against abuse of power for everyone.
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In this paper we define accountability as a bilateral procedure between an agency obliged to inform and justify its actions to a court empowered to sanction them. Agencies are bound by the rule of law, but the legal system must have means to control their compliance. This guarantee is given by the administrative courts that review the legality and constitutionality of government actions making them accountable. Administrative courts serve as an oversight and accountability mechanism for decision-makers, these mechanisms ensure agencies follow appropriate processes and act according to their statutory mandates. They aim to boost public confidence and credibility of their decision-making, facilitate better and more consistent decisions, and reduce the risk of errors. They also promote fairness and justice, are means to prevent corruption, and provide opportunities to address wrongs through redress. Therefore, administrative courts are important controls of abuses of power. Populist seek to concentrate power by making decisions without due process, or exceeding the statutory limits, nullity and state liability trials can be used to stop them.

Professor Ginsburg points out that in the transition from authoritarian to democratic regimes controls of power shift from being predominantly ideological, and hierarchical, to institutionalized controls by accountability mechanisms. In democracies administrative courts become important accountability mechanisms of control of government actions. Hence administrative courts are often strengthened, as means where individuals denounce irregular actions that depart from the rule of law. This allows for the decentralization of control and empowers citizens to bring claims against government abuses. In this sense, individuals play an essential role in the defense of their rights as well as making agencies accountable for their actions. Populist government in contrast try to undermine this controls.

Administrative trails are forms of control through red flags activated by the public itself, who denounce decisions that do not adhere to legal or constitutional parameters. The claims brought in front of the court work as an alarm when government decisions are contrary to the rule of law. Moreover, the adversarial nature of trails brings to light elements that the agency would hardly reveal for itself. This information becomes public and may transcends to higher levels, including other branches such as the Legislative or the media. This achieves an
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accountability procedure that does not depend on permanent ad hoc bodies, or general oversights. Also Nohlen considers there is a close relationship between democracy, accountability and the Constitution, on the one hand accountability is an element of democracy but, at the same time, the effectiveness of the means of control of constitutionality and the rule of law safeguards the supreme law of the land and the principle of democracy in it. Therefore, this accountability mechanism are important controls against the advancement of populist action that seek to weaken the rule of law.

Even though administrative trails are important defenses against abuses of power they are not always accessible to everybody. In some cases, the general public are not familiar with these procedures, in others legal counsel is expensive, the formalisms of the trail discourage people to bring claims. In this sense, especially in Latin America administrative courts are frequently use by the elites and less by vulnerable groups in society. States should broaden access to these mechanisms of accountability, by providing public defenders and making procedures more flexible. It is also important to educate people in their rights, and the ways the legal system provides them to defend them, as well as the importance of making government accountable for their decisions. Against the advancement of populist governments that threaten the rule of law people should have effective means to stop them, administrative trails are powerful arms for this purpose.
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